











Stateflow diagrams illustrating the labelled 








































































du:  start_waiting ();
State2
//has_stat=waiting
du:  avoidance_process_is_idling ();
State3
//has_stat=initialize_components_for_retreating_state
du:  start_retreating ();
State4
//has_stat=retreating
du:  maintain_retreating ();
State5
//has_stat=initialize_components_for_trying_new_track_state








du:  hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl (); State9
//has_stat=trying_new_track
du:  maintain_trying_new_track ();
State8
//has_stat=obstacle_detected_while_retreating
du:  continue_initializing_components_for_trying_new_track_state ();
 function  no_has_act
 function  hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl
 function  avoidance_process_is_idling
 function  continue_initializing_components_for_trying_new_track_state
 function  maintain_retreating
 function  maintain_trying_new_track
 function  start_retreating
 function  start_trying_new_track




































































































































































 function  add_travelled_distance_segment_to_spm_accumulated_distance
 function  no_spm_act
 function  safe_position_distance_has_been_covered
 function  spm_accumulated_distance_reaches_value_for_track_update






























du:  fill_content_of_rpa_with_vehicle_current_position ();
State6
//rpa_stat=avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_msctrl_by_rpa
du:  rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl ();
State2
//rpa_stat=safe_position_saved_as_waypoint








du:  rpa_becomes_empty ();
State3
//rpa_stat=standby_to_store_or_provide_safe_positions
du:  maintain_rpa_standby_mode ();
 function  rpa_becomes_empty
 function  avctrl_sends_demand_to_pctrl_in_track_follow_mode
 function  rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl
 function  idle_at_safe_position_saved_as_waypoint
 function  fill_content_of_rpa_with_vehicle_current_position
 function  maintain_rpa_standby_mode





































du:  send_collision_avoided_event_to_msctrl ();
no_retreat_wp_left_for_retreat_track_ie_safe_waypoint_reached
du: end_of_safe_retreat_track_is_reached ();
 function  send_collision_avoided_event_to_msctrl
 function  end_of_safe_retreat_track_is_reached
 function  no_more_retreat_wp_are_available
 function  no_rtlm_act
 function  idle_at_retreat_wp_decreased_at_demand_issue



























































 function  allowed_number_of_rtc_exceeded
 function  rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl































 function  at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl
 function  at_overflows



























 function  add_travelled_distance_segment_to_ocm_accumulated_distance
 function  clearance_distance_has_been_covered
 function  no_ocm_act
 function  send_obstacle_avoided_event_to_msctrl
 function  ocm_accumulated_distance_reaches_configured_value







































 function  new_demand_detection_occures


































 function  mission_has_continued_for_too_long
 function  no_mt_act



















 function  lt_reaching_timeout
 function  send_line_timeout_event_to_msctrl













































 function  no_dcip_act
 function  send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode


































 function  no_pcip_act
 function  send_pctrl_demand_in_position_mode






























 function  no_mcip_act
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du:  battery_voltage_stays_below_set_level (); State5
//pwr_stat=power_normal
//pwr_ref=safe_level & pwr_rel=less_than




du:  send_power_low_event_to_msctrl ();
 function  battery_voltage_stable_above_set_level
 function  battery_voltage_fallen_below_set_level
 function  battery_voltage_stays_below_set_level
 function  send_power_low_event_to_msctrl
 function  no_pn_act













































 function  no_hs_act

























 function  calculated_position_available
 function  calculated_position_not_available




































































































 function  fwddist_out_of_range









































































 function  min_ice_clr_cmd_override
 function  min_alt_cmd_override
 function  send_limited_headroom_to_pctrl
 function  return_to_safe_watercolumn



































 function  no_env_act







 function  no_human_act





















Actions = { auv_appears_faulty, no_env_act };
Protocol:
    vehicle_appears_faulty=false: { no_env_act };
    vehicle_appears_faulty=true: { auv_appears_faulty };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    vehicle_appears_faulty = false if vehicle_appears_faulty=false and 
!VehicleAppearsFaulty.Action = inject;
    vehicle_appears_faulty = true if vehicle_appears_faulty=false and 
VehicleAppearsFaulty.Action = inject;
    vehicle_appears_faulty = true if vehicle_appears_faulty=true and 
!VehicleAppearsFaulty.Action = inject;






    limhdr_stat: { detected, idle, not_detected };
    rd_ref: { min_alt };
    rd_rel: { greater_than, less_than };
    ru_ref: { min_ice_clearance };




Actions = { min_alt_cmd_override, min_ice_clr_cmd_override, no_dc_act, 
return_to_safe_watercolumn, send_limited_headroom_to_pctrl };
Protocol:
    (((((limhdr_stat=idle and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=greater_than) or 
((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=greater_than)): { no_dc_act };
    ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=greater_than): { min_alt_cmd_override, 
return_to_safe_watercolumn };
    ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=less_than): { send_limited_headroom_to_pctrl 
};
    ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=greater_than): { min_alt_cmd_override };
    (((((limhdr_stat=detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=less_than) or ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected 
and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=less_than)): { min_ice_clr_cmd_override };
    ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and 




    limhdr_stat = idle and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = greater_than and ru_ref 
= min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = greater_than if ((Action=no_dc_act and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started) and ((((limhdr_stat=idle 
and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=greater_than)) and !Min_Alt_Range.Action = inject and 
!Min_Ice_Range.Action = inject;
    limhdr_stat = idle and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = greater_than and ru_ref 
= min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = less_than if ((Action=no_dc_act and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started) and ((((limhdr_stat=idle 
and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=greater_than)) and !Min_Alt_Range.Action = inject and Min_Ice_Range.Action 
= inject;
    limhdr_stat = idle and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = less_than and ru_ref = 
min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = greater_than if ((Action=no_dc_act and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started) and ((((limhdr_stat=idle 
and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=greater_than)) and Min_Alt_Range.Action = inject and !Min_Ice_Range.Action 
= inject;
    limhdr_stat = idle and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = less_than and ru_ref = 
min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = less_than if ((Action=no_dc_act and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started) and ((((limhdr_stat=idle 
and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=greater_than)) and Min_Alt_Range.Action = inject and Min_Ice_Range.Action 
= inject;
    limhdr_stat = not_detected and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = less_than and 
ru_ref = min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = greater_than if 
(Action=min_alt_cmd_override and (((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and 
rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=greater_than) or ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and 
rd_rel=less_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=greater_than))) and 
!Min_Ice_Range.Action = inject;
    limhdr_stat = not_detected and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = less_than and 
ru_ref = min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = less_than if (Action=min_alt_cmd_override 
and (((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=greater_than) or 
((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=greater_than))) and Min_Ice_Range.Action = 
inject;
    limhdr_stat = not_detected and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = greater_than and 
ru_ref = min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = greater_than if 
((((Action=return_to_safe_watercolumn and (((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and 
rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=greater_than) or ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and 
rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=less_than))) or 
(Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started and ((((limhdr_stat=idle 
and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=greater_than))) or (((((((Action=no_dc_act and ! 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode) and ! 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_sternplane_angle_mod
e) and ! Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode) 
or Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode) or 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_sternplane_angle_mod
e) or Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode) 
and ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=greater_than))) or 
(Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=send_obstacle_avoided_event_to_msctrl and 
((((limhdr_stat=detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=less_than))) and !Min_Alt_Range.Action = 
inject and !Min_Ice_Range.Action = inject;
    limhdr_stat = not_detected and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = greater_than and 
ru_ref = min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = less_than if 
((((Action=return_to_safe_watercolumn and (((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and 
rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=greater_than) or ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and 
rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=less_than))) or 
(Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started and ((((limhdr_stat=idle 
and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=greater_than))) or (((((((Action=no_dc_act and ! 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode) and ! 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_sternplane_angle_mod
e) and ! Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode) 
or Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode) or 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_sternplane_angle_mod
e) or Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode) 
and ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=greater_than))) or 
(Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=send_obstacle_avoided_event_to_msctrl and 
((((limhdr_stat=detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=less_than))) and !Min_Alt_Range.Action = 
inject and Min_Ice_Range.Action = inject;
    limhdr_stat = not_detected and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = less_than and ru_ref = min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = greater_than if 
((((Action=return_to_safe_watercolumn and (((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and 
rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=greater_than) or ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and 
rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=less_than))) or 
(Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started and ((((limhdr_stat=idle 
and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=greater_than))) or (((((((Action=no_dc_act and ! 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode) and ! 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_sternplane_angle_mod
e) and ! Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode) 
or Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode) or 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_sternplane_angle_mod
e) or Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode) 
and ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=greater_than))) or 
(Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=send_obstacle_avoided_event_to_msctrl and 
((((limhdr_stat=detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=less_than))) and Min_Alt_Range.Action = 
inject and !Min_Ice_Range.Action = inject;
    limhdr_stat = not_detected and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = less_than and 
ru_ref = min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = less_than if 
((((Action=return_to_safe_watercolumn and (((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and 
rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=greater_than) or ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and 
rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=less_than))) or 
(Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started and ((((limhdr_stat=idle 
and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=greater_than))) or (((((((Action=no_dc_act and ! 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode) and ! 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_sternplane_angle_mod
e) and ! Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode) 
or Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode) or 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_sternplane_angle_mod
e) or Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode) 
and ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=greater_than))) or 
(Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=send_obstacle_avoided_event_to_msctrl and 
((((limhdr_stat=detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=less_than))) and Min_Alt_Range.Action = 
inject and Min_Ice_Range.Action = inject;
    limhdr_stat = detected and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = less_than and ru_ref 
= min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = less_than if 
((Action=send_limited_headroom_to_pctrl and ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and 
rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=less_than)) or ((Action=min_ice_clr_cmd_override and ! 
Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=send_obstacle_avoided_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((limhdr_stat=detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=less_than) and 
ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=less_than)));
    limhdr_stat = not_detected and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = greater_than and 
ru_ref = min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = less_than if 
(Action=min_ice_clr_cmd_override and (((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and 
rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=less_than) or ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and 
rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and ru_rel=less_than))) and 
!Min_Alt_Range.Action = inject;
    limhdr_stat = not_detected and rd_ref = min_alt and rd_rel = less_than and 
ru_ref = min_ice_clearance and ru_rel = less_than if 
(Action=min_ice_clr_cmd_override and (((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and 
rd_ref=min_alt) and rd_rel=greater_than) and ru_ref=min_ice_clearance) and 
ru_rel=less_than) or ((((limhdr_stat=not_detected and rd_ref=min_alt) and 






    max_depth: { normal, safe };
    min_alt: { normal, safe };




Actions = { no_vas_act };
Protocol:
    ((((max_depth=normal and min_alt=normal) and min_depth=normal) and 
min_ice_clearance=normal) or (((max_depth=safe and min_alt=safe) and 
min_depth=safe) and min_ice_clearance=safe)): { no_vas_act };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    max_depth = normal and min_alt = normal and min_depth = normal and 
min_ice_clearance = normal if ((((Action=no_vas_act and ! 
Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl) and ! 
Depth_control_operation.Action=send_limited_headroom_to_pctrl) and 
(((max_depth=normal and min_alt=normal) and min_depth=normal) and 
min_ice_clearance=normal)) or (Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=send_obstacle_avoi
ded_event_to_msctrl and (((max_depth=safe and min_alt=safe) and min_depth=safe) 
and min_ice_clearance=safe)));
    max_depth = safe and min_alt = safe and min_depth = safe and 
min_ice_clearance = safe if ((((Depth_control_operation.Action=send_limited_headr
oom_to_pctrl and ! Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctr
l) or Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl) and 
(((max_depth=normal and min_alt=normal) and min_depth=normal) and 
min_ice_clearance=normal)) or ((Action=no_vas_act and ! 
Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=send_obstacle_avoided_event_to_msctrl) and 






    echosounder_stat: { detected, idle, not_detected };
    fwddist_ref: { max_range };




Actions = { fwddist_out_of_range, send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl };
Protocol:
    ((echosounder_stat=not_detected and fwddist_ref=max_range) and 
fwddist_rel=less_than): { send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl };
    ((((echosounder_stat=detected and fwddist_ref=max_range) and 
fwddist_rel=less_than) or ((echosounder_stat=not_detected and 
fwddist_ref=max_range) and fwddist_rel=greater_than)) or ((echosounder_stat=idle 




    echosounder_stat = detected and fwddist_ref = max_range and fwddist_rel = 
less_than if (Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl and 
((echosounder_stat=not_detected and fwddist_ref=max_range) and 
fwddist_rel=less_than));
    echosounder_stat = not_detected and fwddist_ref = max_range and fwddist_rel = 
greater_than if ((Action=fwddist_out_of_range and (((echosounder_stat=detected 
and fwddist_ref=max_range) and fwddist_rel=less_than) or 
((echosounder_stat=not_detected and fwddist_ref=max_range) and 
fwddist_rel=greater_than))) or (Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_st
arted and ((echosounder_stat=idle and fwddist_ref=max_range) and 
fwddist_rel=greater_than))) and !EchosounderDetects.Action = inject;
    echosounder_stat = not_detected and fwddist_ref = max_range and fwddist_rel = 
less_than if ((Action=fwddist_out_of_range and (((echosounder_stat=detected and 
fwddist_ref=max_range) and fwddist_rel=less_than) or 
((echosounder_stat=not_detected and fwddist_ref=max_range) and 
fwddist_rel=greater_than))) or (Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_st
arted and ((echosounder_stat=idle and fwddist_ref=max_range) and 
fwddist_rel=greater_than))) and EchosounderDetects.Action = inject;
    echosounder_stat = idle and fwddist_ref = max_range and fwddist_rel = greater_than if ((Action=fwddist_out_of_range and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started) and 
((echosounder_stat=idle and fwddist_ref=max_range) and fwddist_rel=greater_than)) 
and !EchosounderDetects.Action = inject;
    echosounder_stat = idle and fwddist_ref = max_range and fwddist_rel = 
less_than if ((Action=fwddist_out_of_range and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started) and 
((echosounder_stat=idle and fwddist_ref=max_range) and fwddist_rel=greater_than)) 





    depth_ref: { dctrl_demand, max_depth, surface_depth };
    depth_rel: { equal, greater_than };
    intevent_stat: { dived_event_sent_to_msctrl, got_depth_event_sent_to_msctrl, 
on_surface_event_sent_to_msctrl, vehicle_dived, vehicle_got_depth, 
vehicle_on_surface, vehicle_too_deep };








    ((depth_ref=surface_depth and depth_rel=equal) and 
intevent_stat=on_surface_event_sent_to_msctrl): { send_on_surface_event_to_msctrl 
};
    (((((depth_ref=dctrl_demand and depth_rel=equal) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_got_depth) and threshold_crossed=false) or 
((depth_ref=surface_depth and depth_rel=equal) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_on_surface)) or (((depth_ref=surface_depth and 
depth_rel=greater_than) and intevent_stat=vehicle_dived) and 
threshold_crossed=false)): { no_mcie_act };
    ((depth_ref=surface_depth and depth_rel=greater_than) and 
intevent_stat=dived_event_sent_to_msctrl): { send_vehicle_dived_event_to_msctrl 
};
    ((depth_ref=dctrl_demand and depth_rel=equal) and 
intevent_stat=got_depth_event_sent_to_msctrl): { send_got_depth_event_to_msctrl 
};
    ((((depth_ref=surface_depth and depth_rel=greater_than) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_dived) and threshold_crossed=true) or 
(((depth_ref=dctrl_demand and depth_rel=equal) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_got_depth) and threshold_crossed=true)): { 
send_too_deep_event_to_msctrl };
    (((depth_ref=max_depth and depth_rel=greater_than) and 




    depth_ref = surface_depth and depth_rel = equal and intevent_stat = 
on_surface_event_sent_to_msctrl if (Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_
dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode and ((((depth_ref=dctrl_demand and depth_rel=equal) 
and intevent_stat=vehicle_got_depth) and threshold_crossed=false) or 
(((depth_ref=surface_depth and depth_rel=greater_than) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_dived) and threshold_crossed=false)));
    depth_ref = dctrl_demand and depth_rel = equal and intevent_stat = 
vehicle_got_depth and threshold_crossed = false if 
((Action=send_got_depth_event_to_msctrl and ((depth_ref=dctrl_demand and 
depth_rel=equal) and intevent_stat=got_depth_event_sent_to_msctrl)) or 
(((Action=no_mcie_act and ! Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_de
mand_in_surface_mode) and ! Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_de
mand_in_depth_mode) and (((depth_ref=dctrl_demand and depth_rel=equal) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_got_depth) and threshold_crossed=false))) and 
!VehicleTooDeep.Action = inject;
    depth_ref = dctrl_demand and depth_rel = equal and intevent_stat = 
vehicle_got_depth and threshold_crossed = true if 
((Action=send_got_depth_event_to_msctrl and ((depth_ref=dctrl_demand and depth_rel=equal) and intevent_stat=got_depth_event_sent_to_msctrl)) or 
(((Action=no_mcie_act and ! Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_de
mand_in_surface_mode) and ! Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_de
mand_in_depth_mode) and (((depth_ref=dctrl_demand and depth_rel=equal) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_got_depth) and threshold_crossed=false))) and 
VehicleTooDeep.Action = inject;
    depth_ref = surface_depth and depth_rel = equal and intevent_stat = 
vehicle_on_surface if ((Action=send_on_surface_event_to_msctrl and 
((depth_ref=surface_depth and depth_rel=equal) and 
intevent_stat=on_surface_event_sent_to_msctrl)) or 
(Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode and 
((depth_ref=surface_depth and depth_rel=equal) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_on_surface)));
    depth_ref = surface_depth and depth_rel = greater_than and intevent_stat = 
dived_event_sent_to_msctrl if ((Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctr
l_demand_in_depth_mode or Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_dema
nd_in_sternplane_angle_mode) and ((depth_ref=surface_depth and depth_rel=equal) 
and intevent_stat=vehicle_on_surface));
    depth_ref = dctrl_demand and depth_rel = equal and intevent_stat = 
got_depth_event_sent_to_msctrl if (Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_d
ctrl_demand_in_depth_mode and ((((depth_ref=dctrl_demand and depth_rel=equal) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_got_depth) and threshold_crossed=false) or 
(((depth_ref=surface_depth and depth_rel=greater_than) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_dived) and threshold_crossed=false)));
    depth_ref = surface_depth and depth_rel = greater_than and intevent_stat = 
vehicle_dived and threshold_crossed = false if ((((Action=no_mcie_act and ! 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode) and ! 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode) and 
(((depth_ref=surface_depth and depth_rel=greater_than) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_dived) and threshold_crossed=false)) or 
(Action=send_vehicle_dived_event_to_msctrl and ((depth_ref=surface_depth and 
depth_rel=greater_than) and intevent_stat=dived_event_sent_to_msctrl))) and 
!VehicleTooDeep.Action = inject;
    depth_ref = surface_depth and depth_rel = greater_than and intevent_stat = 
vehicle_dived and threshold_crossed = true if ((((Action=no_mcie_act and ! 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode) and ! 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode) and 
(((depth_ref=surface_depth and depth_rel=greater_than) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_dived) and threshold_crossed=false)) or 
(Action=send_vehicle_dived_event_to_msctrl and ((depth_ref=surface_depth and 
depth_rel=greater_than) and intevent_stat=dived_event_sent_to_msctrl))) and 
VehicleTooDeep.Action = inject;
    depth_ref = max_depth and depth_rel = greater_than and intevent_stat = 
vehicle_too_deep and threshold_crossed = true if 
((Action=send_too_deep_event_to_msctrl and ((((depth_ref=surface_depth and 
depth_rel=greater_than) and intevent_stat=vehicle_dived) and 
threshold_crossed=true) or (((depth_ref=dctrl_demand and depth_rel=equal) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_got_depth) and threshold_crossed=true))) or 
(((depth_ref=max_depth and depth_rel=greater_than) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_too_deep) and threshold_crossed=true)) and 
!VehicleTooDeep.Action = inject;
    depth_ref = max_depth and depth_rel = greater_than and intevent_stat = 
vehicle_too_deep and threshold_crossed = false if 
((Action=send_too_deep_event_to_msctrl and ((((depth_ref=surface_depth and 
depth_rel=greater_than) and intevent_stat=vehicle_dived) and 
threshold_crossed=true) or (((depth_ref=dctrl_demand and depth_rel=equal) and 
intevent_stat=vehicle_got_depth) and threshold_crossed=true))) or 
(((depth_ref=max_depth and depth_rel=greater_than) and 










end RedStatesActions = { calculated_position_available, calculated_position_not_available, 
send_got_gps_event_to_msctrl };
Protocol:
    (gps_stat=fix_not_acquired or gps_stat=fix_acquired): { 
calculated_position_available };




    gps_stat = fix_not_acquired if (Action=calculated_position_not_available and 
(gps_stat=fix_not_acquired or gps_stat=fix_acquired));
    gps_stat = fix_acquired if (Action=send_got_gps_event_to_msctrl and 
gps_stat=fix_acquired_event_sent_to_mission_control);
    gps_stat = fix_acquired_event_sent_to_mission_control if 






    beacon_signal: { off, on };
    homing_status: { homing_acquired_event_sent_to_msctrl, 









    (((((((beacon_signal=off and homing_status=homing_signal_detected) or 
(beacon_signal=off and homing_status=homing_system_off)) or (beacon_signal=off 
and homing_status=homing_system_idle)) or (beacon_signal=off and 
homing_status=homing_signal_lost)) or (beacon_signal=on and 
homing_status=homing_signal_detected)) or (beacon_signal=on and 
homing_status=homing_signal_lost)) or (beacon_signal=off and 
homing_status=homing_acquired_event_sent_to_msctrl)): { no_hs_act };
    (beacon_signal=on and homing_status=homing_acquired_event_sent_to_msctrl): { 
send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl };
    (beacon_signal=off and homing_status=homing_lost_event_sent_to_msctrl): { 
send_homing_lost_event_to_msctrl };
    (beacon_signal=on and homing_status=homing_system_idle): { homing_acquired };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    beacon_signal = off and homing_status = homing_system_off if 
((Action=no_hs_act and ! Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started) 
and (beacon_signal=off and homing_status=homing_system_off));
    beacon_signal = off and homing_status = homing_system_idle if 
(((Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started and (beacon_signal=off 
and homing_status=homing_system_off)) or (beacon_signal=off and 
homing_status=homing_signal_lost)) or (! Human.Action=human_sends_homing_signal 
and (beacon_signal=off and homing_status=homing_system_idle)));
    beacon_signal = on and homing_status = homing_acquired_event_sent_to_msctrl 
if (Action=homing_acquired and (beacon_signal=on and 
homing_status=homing_system_idle)) and !HomingLostBeforeAcquired.Action = inject 
and !HomingLostAfterAcquired.Action = inject;
    beacon_signal = off and homing_status = homing_acquired_event_sent_to_msctrl 
if (Action=homing_acquired and (beacon_signal=on and 
homing_status=homing_system_idle)) and !HomingLostBeforeAcquired.Action = inject 
and HomingLostAfterAcquired.Action = inject;
    beacon_signal = off and homing_status = homing_acquired_event_sent_to_msctrl 
if (Action=homing_acquired and (beacon_signal=on and 
homing_status=homing_system_idle)) and HomingLostBeforeAcquired.Action = inject;
    beacon_signal = off and homing_status = homing_signal_lost if 
(Action=send_homing_lost_event_to_msctrl and (beacon_signal=off and 
homing_status=homing_lost_event_sent_to_msctrl));
    beacon_signal = on and homing_status = homing_signal_detected if 
((Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl and (beacon_signal=on and homing_status=homing_acquired_event_sent_to_msctrl)) or (beacon_signal=on and 
homing_status=homing_signal_detected)) and !HomingLostBeforeAcquired.Action = 
inject and !HomingLostAfterAcquired.Action = inject;
    beacon_signal = off and homing_status = homing_signal_detected if 
((Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl and (beacon_signal=on and 
homing_status=homing_acquired_event_sent_to_msctrl)) or (beacon_signal=on and 
homing_status=homing_signal_detected)) and !HomingLostBeforeAcquired.Action = 
inject and HomingLostAfterAcquired.Action = inject;
    beacon_signal = off and homing_status = homing_signal_detected if 
((Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl and (beacon_signal=on and 
homing_status=homing_acquired_event_sent_to_msctrl)) or (beacon_signal=on and 
homing_status=homing_signal_detected)) and HomingLostBeforeAcquired.Action = 
inject;
    beacon_signal = off and homing_status = homing_lost_event_sent_to_msctrl if 
((beacon_signal=off and homing_status=homing_acquired_event_sent_to_msctrl) or 
(beacon_signal=off and homing_status=homing_signal_detected));
    beacon_signal = on and homing_status = homing_system_idle if 
((beacon_signal=on and homing_status=homing_signal_lost) or 
(Human.Action=human_sends_homing_signal and (beacon_signal=off and 
homing_status=homing_system_idle))) and !HomingLostBeforeAcquired.Action = inject 
and !HomingLostAfterAcquired.Action = inject;
    beacon_signal = off and homing_status = homing_system_idle if 
((beacon_signal=on and homing_status=homing_signal_lost) or 
(Human.Action=human_sends_homing_signal and (beacon_signal=off and 
homing_status=homing_system_idle))) and !HomingLostBeforeAcquired.Action = inject 
and HomingLostAfterAcquired.Action = inject;
    beacon_signal = off and homing_status = homing_system_idle if 
((beacon_signal=on and homing_status=homing_signal_lost) or 
(Human.Action=human_sends_homing_signal and (beacon_signal=off and 









Actions = { no_mtip_act, set_mission_timer };
Protocol:
    state=idle: { no_mtip_act };
    state=set: { set_mission_timer };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    state = idle if (((Action=no_mtip_act and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_first_me_joint_instr) and state=idle) or 
(Action=set_mission_timer and state=set));






    pwr_ref: { safe_level };
    pwr_rel: { greater_than, less_than };








    (((pwr_ref=safe_level and pwr_rel=greater_than) and pwr_stat=idle) or 
((pwr_ref=safe_level and pwr_rel=greater_than) and pwr_stat=power_normal)): { 
no_pn_act };
    ((pwr_ref=safe_level and pwr_rel=less_than) and pwr_stat=power_low): { battery_voltage_stays_below_set_level };
    ((pwr_ref=safe_level and pwr_rel=less_than) and 
pwr_stat=power_low_event_sent_to_msctrl): { send_power_low_event_to_msctrl };




    pwr_ref = safe_level and pwr_rel = greater_than and pwr_stat = idle if 
((Action=no_pn_act and ! Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started) 
and ((pwr_ref=safe_level and pwr_rel=greater_than) and pwr_stat=idle)) and 
!PowerLow.Action = inject;
    pwr_ref = safe_level and pwr_rel = less_than and pwr_stat = idle if 
((Action=no_pn_act and ! Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started) 
and ((pwr_ref=safe_level and pwr_rel=greater_than) and pwr_stat=idle)) and 
PowerLow.Action = inject;
    pwr_ref = safe_level and pwr_rel = greater_than and pwr_stat = power_normal 
if ((Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started and 
((pwr_ref=safe_level and pwr_rel=greater_than) and pwr_stat=idle)) or 
((pwr_ref=safe_level and pwr_rel=greater_than) and pwr_stat=power_normal)) and 
!PowerLow.Action = inject;
    pwr_ref = safe_level and pwr_rel = less_than and pwr_stat = power_normal if 
((Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started and ((pwr_ref=safe_level 
and pwr_rel=greater_than) and pwr_stat=idle)) or ((pwr_ref=safe_level and 
pwr_rel=greater_than) and pwr_stat=power_normal)) and PowerLow.Action = inject;
    pwr_ref = safe_level and pwr_rel = less_than and pwr_stat = power_low if 
((Action=battery_voltage_stays_below_set_level and ((pwr_ref=safe_level and 
pwr_rel=less_than) and pwr_stat=power_low)) or 
(Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl and ((pwr_ref=safe_level and 
pwr_rel=less_than) and pwr_stat=power_low_event_sent_to_msctrl)));
    pwr_ref = safe_level and pwr_rel = less_than and pwr_stat = 
power_low_event_sent_to_msctrl if (Action=battery_voltage_fallen_below_set_level 





    dctrl_mode: { depth, sternplane_angle, surface };
    line_timer: { off, on };
    mctrl_mode: { power };
    mse_stat: { first_me_event_proc, first_me_ongoing, fourth_me_event_proc, 
fourth_me_ongoing, homing_underway_event_proc, homing_underway_ongoing, 
ms_default_state, ms_start, mte1_event_proc, mte1_ongoing, mte2_event_proc, 
mte2_ongoing, second_me_event_proc, second_me_ongoing, third_me_event_proc, 
third_me_ongoing };




Actions = { issue_first_me_joint_instr, issue_fourth_me_joint_instr, 
issue_homing_underway_joint_instr, issue_mte1_joint_instr, 
issue_mte2_joint_instr, issue_second_me_joint_instr, issue_third_me_joint_instr, 
maintain_first_me, maintain_fourth_me, maintain_homing_underway, maintain_mte1, 
maintain_mte2, maintain_second_me, maintain_third_me, mission_script_started, 
no_mse_act };
Protocol:
    mse_stat=ms_default_state: { no_mse_act };
    mse_stat=ms_start: { mission_script_started };
    ((((dctrl_mode=surface and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=first_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position): { 
issue_first_me_joint_instr };
    ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=mte1_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow): { issue_mte1_joint_instr 
};
    ((((dctrl_mode=surface and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=first_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position): { maintain_first_me };
    ((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position): { 
issue_second_me_joint_instr };
    ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=mte1_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow): { maintain_mte1 };
    ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=mte2_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position): { issue_mte2_joint_instr };
    ((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position): { maintain_second_me };
    ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=third_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow): { 
issue_third_me_joint_instr };
    ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=mte2_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position): { maintain_mte2 };
    ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=homing_underway_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position): { 
issue_homing_underway_joint_instr };
    ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=third_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow): { maintain_third_me };
    ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=fourth_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow): { 
issue_fourth_me_joint_instr };
    ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=homing_underway_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position): { 
maintain_homing_underway };
    ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=fourth_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow): { maintain_fourth_me };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    mse_stat = ms_default_state if ((Action=no_mse_act and ! 
Gps_navigation.Action=send_got_gps_event_to_msctrl) and 
mse_stat=ms_default_state);
    mse_stat = ms_start if (Gps_navigation.Action=send_got_gps_event_to_msctrl 
and mse_stat=ms_default_state);
    dctrl_mode = surface and line_timer = on and mctrl_mode = power and mse_stat 
= first_me_event_proc and pctrl_mode = position if (Action=mission_script_started 
and mse_stat=ms_start);
    dctrl_mode = depth and line_timer = off and mctrl_mode = power and mse_stat = 
mte1_event_proc and pctrl_mode = track_follow if 
((((((Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((((((((dctrl_mode=surface and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=first_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position) or 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth and 
line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=third_me_event_proc) and 
pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and 
mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=third_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=fourth_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=fourth_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow))) or 
(((Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl and ! 
Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((((((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=fourth_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth 
and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=fourth_me_event_proc) and 
pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and 
mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=third_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=third_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=surface and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=first_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)))) or 
((((((Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_ms
ctrl and ! Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((((((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=fourth_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth 
and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=fourth_me_event_proc) and 
pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and 
mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=third_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=third_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=surface and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=first_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)))) or 
(((((Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl and ! 
Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((((((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=fourth_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth 
and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=fourth_me_event_proc) and 
pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and 
mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=third_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=third_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=surface and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=first_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)))) or 
((((Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl and ! 
Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((((((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=fourth_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth 
and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=fourth_me_event_proc) and 
pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and 
mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=third_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=third_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=surface and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=first_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position))));
    dctrl_mode = surface and line_timer = on and mctrl_mode = power and mse_stat 
= first_me_ongoing and pctrl_mode = position if 
((Action=issue_first_me_joint_instr and ((((dctrl_mode=surface and line_timer=on) 
and mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=first_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position)) 
or ((((((((Action=maintain_first_me and ! 
Line_timer.Action=send_line_timeout_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((dctrl_mode=surface and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=first_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)));
    dctrl_mode = sternplane_angle and line_timer = off and mctrl_mode = power and 
mse_stat = second_me_event_proc and pctrl_mode = position if 
(((((((Line_timer.Action=send_line_timeout_event_to_msctrl and ! 
Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((dctrl_mode=surface and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=first_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position));
    dctrl_mode = depth and line_timer = off and mctrl_mode = power and mse_stat = 
mte1_ongoing and pctrl_mode = track_follow if (((Action=issue_mte1_joint_instr 
and ! Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=mte1_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or ((Action=maintain_mte1 
and ! Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=mte1_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)));
    dctrl_mode = depth and line_timer = off and mctrl_mode = power and mse_stat = 
mte2_event_proc and pctrl_mode = position if 
(Homing_system.Action=send_homing_lost_event_to_msctrl and (((((dctrl_mode=depth 
and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=homing_underway_ongoing) 
and pctrl_mode=position) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and 
mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=homing_underway_event_proc) and 
pctrl_mode=position)));
    dctrl_mode = sternplane_angle and line_timer = off and mctrl_mode = power and 
mse_stat = second_me_ongoing and pctrl_mode = position if 
((((((((Action=issue_second_me_joint_instr and ! 
Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((((((((Action=maintain_second_me and ! Mission_control_internal_events.Action=se
nd_vehicle_dived_event_to_msctrl) and ! Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to
_msctrl) and ! Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)));
    dctrl_mode = depth and line_timer = on and mctrl_mode = power and mse_stat = 
third_me_event_proc and pctrl_mode = track_follow if 
(((((((Mission_control_internal_events.Action=send_vehicle_dived_event_to_msctrl 
and ! Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position));
    dctrl_mode = depth and line_timer = off and mctrl_mode = power and mse_stat = 
mte2_ongoing and pctrl_mode = position if (((Action=issue_mte2_joint_instr and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=mte2_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position)) or ((Action=maintain_mte2 and 
! Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=mte2_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)));
    dctrl_mode = depth and line_timer = off and mctrl_mode = power and mse_stat = 
homing_underway_event_proc and pctrl_mode = position if 
(Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl and 
((((((((((((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=mte2_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position) or ((((dctrl_mode=surface and 
line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=first_me_ongoing) and 
pctrl_mode=position)) or ((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and 
mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=second_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=mte2_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=sternplane_angle and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=second_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth and 
line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=third_me_event_proc) and 
pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=mte1_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=fourth_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=fourth_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth 
and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=third_me_ongoing) and 
pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and 
mctrl_mode=power) and mse_stat=mte1_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)));
    dctrl_mode = depth and line_timer = on and mctrl_mode = power and mse_stat = 
third_me_ongoing and pctrl_mode = track_follow if 
((((((((Action=issue_third_me_joint_instr and ! 
Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=third_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
(((((((((Action=maintain_third_me and ! Position_control_operation.Action=send_go
t_position_event_to_msctrl) and ! Line_timer.Action=send_line_timeout_event_to_ms
ctrl) and ! Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=third_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)));
    dctrl_mode = depth and line_timer = off and mctrl_mode = power and mse_stat = 
fourth_me_event_proc and pctrl_mode = track_follow if 
(((((((((Retreat_track_length_monitor.Action=send_collision_avoided_event_to_msct
rl and ! Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) or 
((((((((Position_control_operation.Action=send_got_position_event_to_msctrl and ! 
Line_timer.Action=send_line_timeout_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retreat_track_length_monitor.Action=send_collision_avoided_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl)) or 
(((((((Line_timer.Action=send_line_timeout_event_to_msctrl and ! 
Retreat_track_length_monitor.Action=send_collision_avoided_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl)) and 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=on) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=third_me_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=track_follow));
    dctrl_mode = depth and line_timer = off and mctrl_mode = power and mse_stat = 
homing_underway_ongoing and pctrl_mode = position if 
(((Action=issue_homing_underway_joint_instr and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_lost_event_to_msctrl) and ((((dctrl_mode=depth 
and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=homing_underway_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=position)) or 
((Action=maintain_homing_underway and ! Homing_system.Action=send_homing_lost_eve
nt_to_msctrl) and ((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) 
and mse_stat=homing_underway_ongoing) and pctrl_mode=position)));
    dctrl_mode = depth and line_timer = off and mctrl_mode = power and mse_stat = 
fourth_me_ongoing and pctrl_mode = track_follow if 
((((((((Action=issue_fourth_me_joint_instr and ! 
Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
((((dctrl_mode=depth and line_timer=off) and mctrl_mode=power) and 
mse_stat=fourth_me_event_proc) and pctrl_mode=track_follow)) or 
(((((((Action=maintain_fourth_me and ! Power_node.Action=send_power_low_event_to_
msctrl) and ! Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and ! 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 










Actions = { human_sends_homing_signal, no_human_act };
Protocol:
    human_stat=observing_auv: { no_human_act };
    human_stat=sending_homing: { human_sends_homing_signal };
end Protocol
Evolution:










Actions = { no_mcip_act, send_mctrl_demand_in_power_mode };
Protocol:
    state=idle: { no_mcip_act };
    state=power_mode: { send_mctrl_demand_in_power_mode };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    state = idle if (((((((((Action=no_mcip_act and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_first_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_second_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_third_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_fourth_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_mte1_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_mte2_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_homing_underway_joint_instr) and 
state=idle) or (Action=send_mctrl_demand_in_power_mode and state=power_mode));
    state = power_mode if (((((((Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_first_me_j










    state: { idle, position_mode, track_follow_mode };
end VarsRedStates:
end RedStates
Actions = { no_pcip_act, send_pctrl_demand_in_position_mode, 
send_pctrl_demand_in_track_follow_mode };
Protocol:
    state=idle: { no_pcip_act };
    state=position_mode: { send_pctrl_demand_in_position_mode };
    state=track_follow_mode: { send_pctrl_demand_in_track_follow_mode };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    state = idle if ((((((((((Action=no_pcip_act and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_first_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_second_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_third_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_fourth_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_mte1_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_mte2_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_homing_underway_joint_instr) and 
state=idle) or (Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_track_follow_mode and 
state=track_follow_mode)) or (Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_position_mode and 
state=position_mode));
    state = position_mode if ((((Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_first_me_j
oint_instr or Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_homing_underway_joint_instr) 
or Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_mte2_joint_instr) or 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_second_me_joint_instr) and state=idle);
    state = track_follow_mode if (((Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_fourth_










Actions = { no_dcip_act, send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode, 
send_dctrl_demand_in_sternplane_angle_mode, send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode };
Protocol:
    state=idle: { no_dcip_act };
    state=surface_mode: { send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode };
    state=depth_mode: { send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode };
    state=sternplane_angle_mode: { send_dctrl_demand_in_sternplane_angle_mode };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    state = idle if (((((((((((Action=no_dcip_act and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_first_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_second_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_third_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_fourth_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_mte1_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_mte2_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_homing_underway_joint_instr) and 
state=idle) or (Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_sternplane_angle_mode and 
state=sternplane_angle_mode)) or (Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_depth_mode and 
state=depth_mode)) or (Action=send_dctrl_demand_in_surface_mode and 
state=surface_mode));
    state = surface_mode if (Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_first_me_joint
_instr and state=idle);
    state = depth_mode if (((((Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_fourth_me_jo
int_instr or Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_homing_underway_joint_instr) 
or Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_mte1_joint_instr) or 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_mte2_joint_instr) or 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_third_me_joint_instr) and state=idle);









Actions = { no_ltip_act, set_line_timer };
Protocol:
    state=idle: { no_ltip_act };
    state=set: { set_line_timer };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    state = idle if ((((Action=no_ltip_act and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_first_me_joint_instr) and ! 
Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_third_me_joint_instr) and state=idle) or 
(Action=set_line_timer and state=set));
    state = set if ((Mission_script_execution.Action=issue_first_me_joint_instr 










Actions = { lt_reaching_timeout, lt_reset, no_lt_act, schedule_lt_to_expire, 
send_line_timeout_event_to_msctrl };
Protocol:
    state=lt_idling: { no_lt_act };
    state=lt_initialized: { schedule_lt_to_expire };
    state=lt_operation_enabled: { lt_reaching_timeout };
    state=lt_event_sent_to_msctrl: { send_line_timeout_event_to_msctrl };
    state=lt_expired: { lt_reset };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    state = lt_idling if (((Action=no_lt_act and ! 
Line_timer_instruction_parser.Action=set_line_timer) and state=lt_idling) or 
(Action=lt_reset and state=lt_expired));
    state = lt_initialized if (Line_timer_instruction_parser.Action=set_line_time
r and state=lt_idling);
    state = lt_operation_enabled if (Action=schedule_lt_to_expire and 
state=lt_initialized);
    state = lt_event_sent_to_msctrl if (Action=lt_reaching_timeout and 
state=lt_operation_enabled);










Actions = { new_demand_detection_occures, no_ndd_act };
Protocol:
    state=demand: { new_demand_detection_occures };
    (state=nodemand or state=has_retreating): { no_ndd_act };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    state = demand if (((Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_de
mand_in_position_mode or Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_de
mand_in_track_follow_mode) and state=nodemand) or ((Action=new_demand_detection_occures and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and state=demand));
    state = nodemand if ((((Action=no_ndd_act and ! 
Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_position_mode) 
and ! Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_track_follo
w_mode) and state=nodemand) or state=has_retreating);






    state: { clearance_distance_accumulated, clearance_distance_covered, 










    state=reset: { set_clearance_run_distance_to_zero };
    ((state=idling or state=has_retreating) or state=has_waiting): { no_ocm_act 
};
    state=clearance_distance_accumulated: { 
add_travelled_distance_segment_to_ocm_accumulated_distance, 
ocm_accumulated_distance_reaches_configured_value };
    state=obstacle_avoided_event_sent_to_msctrl: { 
send_obstacle_avoided_event_to_msctrl };
    state=clearance_distance_covered: { clearance_distance_has_been_covered };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    state = reset if (Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_track 
and state=idling);
    state = idling if (((Action=no_ocm_act and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_track) and state=idling) or 
(state=has_waiting or state=has_retreating));
    state = clearance_distance_accumulated if 
((Action=set_clearance_run_distance_to_zero and state=reset) or 
(((Action=add_travelled_distance_segment_to_ocm_accumulated_distance and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting) and 
state=clearance_distance_accumulated));
    state = obstacle_avoided_event_sent_to_msctrl if 
(((Action=ocm_accumulated_distance_reaches_configured_value and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting) and 
state=clearance_distance_accumulated);
    state = clearance_distance_covered if 
((((Action=send_obstacle_avoided_event_to_msctrl and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting) and 
state=obstacle_avoided_event_sent_to_msctrl) or ((! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting) and 
state=clearance_distance_covered));
    state = has_retreating if (Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreat
ing and ((state=clearance_distance_covered or 
state=obstacle_avoided_event_sent_to_msctrl) or 
state=clearance_distance_accumulated));
    state = has_waiting if (Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting 






    at_stat: { avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_msctrl_by_at, idling, 
operation_enabled, timeout_exceeded };




Actions = { at_overflows, at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl, no_at_act };
Protocol:
    (((at_stat=idling and timeout=false) or (at_stat=operation_enabled and 
timeout=false)) or (at_stat=operation_enabled and timeout=true)): { no_at_act };
    at_stat=avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_msctrl_by_at: { 
at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl };
    at_stat=timeout_exceeded: { at_overflows };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    at_stat = idling and timeout = false if (((Action=no_at_act and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and (at_stat=idling and 
timeout=false)) or (Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting and 
(at_stat=operation_enabled and timeout=false))) and 
!Avoidance_timer_failed.Action = inject;
    at_stat = idling and timeout = true if (((Action=no_at_act and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and (at_stat=idling and 
timeout=false)) or (Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting and 
(at_stat=operation_enabled and timeout=false))) and Avoidance_timer_failed.Action 
= inject;
    at_stat = operation_enabled and timeout = false if 
((Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating and (at_stat=idling and 
timeout=false)) or (! Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting and 
(at_stat=operation_enabled and timeout=false))) and 
!Avoidance_timer_failed.Action = inject;
    at_stat = operation_enabled and timeout = true if 
((Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating and (at_stat=idling and 
timeout=false)) or (! Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting and 
(at_stat=operation_enabled and timeout=false))) and Avoidance_timer_failed.Action 
= inject;
    at_stat = avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_msctrl_by_at if 
(at_stat=operation_enabled and timeout=true);
    at_stat = timeout_exceeded if ((Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msc






    allowed_no_rtc_reached: boolean;





Actions = { allowed_number_of_rtc_exceeded, no_rtc_act, 
rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl };
Protocol:
    (((allowed_no_rtc_reached=false and rtc_stat=idling) or 
(allowed_no_rtc_reached=false and rtc_stat=number_of_count_accumulated)) or 
(allowed_no_rtc_reached=true and rtc_stat=number_of_count_accumulated)): { 
no_rtc_act };
    rtc_stat=avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_msctrl_by_rtc: { 
rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl };
    rtc_stat=counter_overflow: { allowed_number_of_rtc_exceeded };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    allowed_no_rtc_reached = false and rtc_stat = idling if (((Action=no_rtc_act 
and ! Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and 
(allowed_no_rtc_reached=false and rtc_stat=idling)) or 
(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting and (allowed_no_rtc_reached=false and rtc_stat=number_of_count_accumulated))) and 
!RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.Action = inject;
    allowed_no_rtc_reached = true and rtc_stat = idling if (((Action=no_rtc_act 
and ! Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and 
(allowed_no_rtc_reached=false and rtc_stat=idling)) or 
(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting and 
(allowed_no_rtc_reached=false and rtc_stat=number_of_count_accumulated))) and 
RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.Action = inject;
    allowed_no_rtc_reached = false and rtc_stat = number_of_count_accumulated if 
((Action=no_rtc_act and (allowed_no_rtc_reached=false and 
rtc_stat=number_of_count_accumulated)) or 
(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating and 
((allowed_no_rtc_reached=false and rtc_stat=idling) or 
(allowed_no_rtc_reached=false and rtc_stat=number_of_count_accumulated)))) and 
!RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.Action = inject;
    allowed_no_rtc_reached = true and rtc_stat = number_of_count_accumulated if 
((Action=no_rtc_act and (allowed_no_rtc_reached=false and 
rtc_stat=number_of_count_accumulated)) or 
(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating and 
((allowed_no_rtc_reached=false and rtc_stat=idling) or 
(allowed_no_rtc_reached=false and rtc_stat=number_of_count_accumulated)))) and 
RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.Action = inject;
    rtc_stat = avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_msctrl_by_rtc if 
(allowed_no_rtc_reached=true and rtc_stat=number_of_count_accumulated);
    rtc_stat = counter_overflow if ((Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_m






    state: { check_availability_of_remaining_retreat_wp, 












    (state=idling or state=has_trying_new_track): { no_rtlm_act };
    state=retreat_wp_decreased_at_demand_issue: { 
idle_at_retreat_wp_decreased_at_demand_issue };
    state=check_availability_of_remaining_retreat_wp: { 
no_more_retreat_wp_are_available };
    state=reaching_last_retreat_wp_after_demand_issue: { 
idle_at_reaching_last_retreat_wp_after_demand_issue };
    state=collision_avoided_event_sent_to_mission_control: { 
send_collision_avoided_event_to_msctrl };




    state = idling if (((Action=no_rtlm_act and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and state=idling) or 
state=has_trying_new_track);
    state = retreat_wp_decreased_at_demand_issue if 
(((Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating and state=idling) or 
(((Action=idle_at_retreat_wp_decreased_at_demand_issue and ! 




ion_of_retreat_track_target_position and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_track) and ! Action=no_more_retreat_wp_are_available) and 
state=check_availability_of_remaining_retreat_wp));
    state = check_availability_of_remaining_retreat_wp if 
((Retreat_path_array.Action=avctrl_sends_demand_to_pctrl_in_track_follow_mode and 
! Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_track) and 
state=retreat_wp_decreased_at_demand_issue);
    state = reaching_last_retreat_wp_after_demand_issue if 
(((Action=no_more_retreat_wp_are_available and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_track) and 
state=check_availability_of_remaining_retreat_wp) or 
(((Action=idle_at_reaching_last_retreat_wp_after_demand_issue and ! 




    state = collision_avoided_event_sent_to_mission_control if 
((Position_control_operation.Action=vehicle_arrives_to_position_circle_error_regi
on_of_retreat_track_target_position and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_track) and 
state=reaching_last_retreat_wp_after_demand_issue);
    state = no_retreat_wp_left_for_retreat_track_ie_safe_waypoint_reached if 
(((Action=send_collision_avoided_event_to_msctrl and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_track) and 
state=collision_avoided_event_sent_to_mission_control) or (! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_track and 
state=no_retreat_wp_left_for_retreat_track_ie_safe_waypoint_reached));
    state = has_trying_new_track if (Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_t
rying_new_track and ((((state=no_retreat_wp_left_for_retreat_track_ie_safe_waypoi








    rpa_empty: boolean;






Actions = { avctrl_sends_demand_to_pctrl_in_track_follow_mode, 
fill_content_of_rpa_with_vehicle_current_position, 
idle_at_safe_position_saved_as_waypoint, maintain_rpa_standby_mode, no_rpa_act, 
rpa_becomes_empty, rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl };
Protocol:
    (rpa_empty=true and rpa_stat=retrieving_available_waypoint): { 
rpa_becomes_empty };
    (rpa_empty=false and rpa_stat=initialized): { 
fill_content_of_rpa_with_vehicle_current_position };
    rpa_stat=avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_msctrl_by_rpa: { 
rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl };
    rpa_stat=safe_position_saved_as_waypoint: { 
idle_at_safe_position_saved_as_waypoint };
    (rpa_empty=false and rpa_stat=retrieving_available_waypoint): { 
avctrl_sends_demand_to_pctrl_in_track_follow_mode };




    rpa_stat = avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_msctrl_by_rpa if (rpa_empty=true 
and rpa_stat=retrieving_available_waypoint);
    rpa_stat = safe_position_saved_as_waypoint if 
(((Action=fill_content_of_rpa_with_vehicle_current_position and (rpa_empty=false 
and rpa_stat=initialized)) or ((Action=idle_at_safe_position_saved_as_waypoint 
and ! Safe_position_meter.Action=start_spm_and_rpa_standby_operation) and 
rpa_stat=safe_position_saved_as_waypoint)) or (((Safe_position_meter.Action=safe_position_distance_has_been_covered and ! 




    rpa_empty = false and rpa_stat = retrieving_available_waypoint if ((! 








    rpa_empty = true and rpa_stat = retrieving_available_waypoint if ((! 








    rpa_stat = standby_to_store_or_provide_safe_positions if 
((((Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl and 
rpa_stat=avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_msctrl_by_rpa) or 
((Action=avctrl_sends_demand_to_pctrl_in_track_follow_mode and ! 




((((Action=maintain_rpa_standby_mode and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and ! 
Position_control_operation.Action=vehicle_arrives_to_position_circle_error_region

















    (state=idling or state=has_retreating): { no_spm_act };
    state=reset: { start_spm_and_rpa_standby_operation };
    state=safe_position_distance_accumulated: { 
add_travelled_distance_segment_to_spm_accumulated_distance, 
spm_accumulated_distance_reaches_value_for_track_update };




    state = idling if ((((Action=no_spm_act and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting) and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_track) and state=idling) or 
state=has_retreating);
    state = reset if (((Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_tra
ck or Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_waiting) and state=idling) or 
((Action=safe_position_distance_has_been_covered and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and 
state=safe_position_distance_covered));    state = safe_position_distance_accumulated if 
(((Action=start_spm_and_rpa_standby_operation and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and state=reset) or 
((Action=add_travelled_distance_segment_to_spm_accumulated_distance and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and 
state=safe_position_distance_accumulated));
    state = safe_position_distance_covered if 
((Action=spm_accumulated_distance_reaches_value_for_track_update and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating) and 
state=safe_position_distance_accumulated);
    state = has_retreating if (Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreat




















    state=at_mission_start: { no_pc_act };
    state=head_towards_original_demand_target_position: { 
vehicle_arrives_to_position_circle_error_region_of_original_demand_target_positio
n, vehicle_moves_to_original_demand_target_position };
    state=head_towards_retreat_track_target_position: { 
vehicle_arrives_to_position_circle_error_region_of_retreat_track_target_position, 
vehicle_moves_to_retreat_track_target_position };
    state=got_position_event_sent_to_msctrl: { send_got_position_event_to_msctrl 
};
    state=at_original_demand_target_position: { 
continue_with_loitering_at_original_demand_target_position };








    state = head_towards_original_demand_target_position if 
(((((Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_track_follow
_mode and (((state=at_mission_start or state=head_towards_original_demand_target_
position) or state=head_towards_retreat_track_target_position) or 
state=at_retreat_track_target_position)) or 
(Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_position_mode 
and (((state=at_mission_start or state=head_towards_original_demand_target_positi
on) or state=at_retreat_track_target_position) or 
state=head_towards_retreat_track_target_position))) or 




w_mode) and state=head_towards_original_demand_target_position)) or 
(((Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_track and ! 
Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_position_mode) 
and ! Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_track_follo
w_mode) and (state=at_retreat_track_target_position or 
state=head_towards_retreat_track_target_position))) or (((Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_position_mode 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=avctrl_sends_demand_to_pctrl_in_track_follow_mode
) or (Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_track_follo
w_mode and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=avctrl_sends_demand_to_pctrl_in_track_foll
ow_mode)) and state=at_original_demand_target_position));
    state = head_towards_retreat_track_target_position if 
((((((Retreat_path_array.Action=avctrl_sends_demand_to_pctrl_in_track_follow_mode 
and ! Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_position_mo
de) and ! Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_track_f
ollow_mode) and state=head_towards_original_demand_target_position) or 
((((Action=vehicle_moves_to_retreat_track_target_position and ! 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_track) and ! 
Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_position_mode) 
and ! Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_track_follo








    state = got_position_event_sent_to_msctrl if 
((((Action=vehicle_arrives_to_position_circle_error_region_of_original_demand_tar
get_position and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=avctrl_sends_demand_to_pctrl_in_trac
k_follow_mode) and ! Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand
_in_position_mode) and ! Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_de
mand_in_track_follow_mode) and state=head_towards_original_demand_target_position
);
    state = at_original_demand_target_position if 
((Action=send_got_position_event_to_msctrl and 
state=got_position_event_sent_to_msctrl) or 





    state = at_retreat_track_target_position if 
(((((Action=vehicle_arrives_to_position_circle_error_region_of_retreat_track_targ
et_position and ! Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_trying_new_track) 
and ! Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_position_mo
de) and ! Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_track_f
ollow_mode) and state=head_towards_retreat_track_target_position) or 
(((((Action=idle_at_retreat_track_target_position and ! 
Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_position_mode) 
and ! Position_control_instruction_parser.Action=send_pctrl_demand_in_track_follo
w_mode) and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=avctrl_sends_demand_to_pctrl_in_track_fol






    has_avoidance_failed_faulty: boolean;








Actions = { avoidance_process_is_idling, 
continue_initializing_components_for_trying_new_track_state, 
hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl, maintain_retreating, 
maintain_trying_new_track, no_has_act, start_retreating, start_trying_new_track, 
start_waiting };
Protocol:
    (has_avoidance_failed_faulty=true and has_stat=avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_mission_control_by_hca): { 
hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl };
    (has_avoidance_failed_faulty=false and 
has_stat=initialize_components_for_waiting_state): { start_waiting };
    has_stat=waiting: { avoidance_process_is_idling };
    has_stat=initialize_components_for_retreating_state: { start_retreating };
    has_stat=retreating: { maintain_retreating };
    has_stat=initialize_components_for_trying_new_track_state: { 
start_trying_new_track };
    (has_avoidance_failed_faulty=false and 
has_stat=avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_mission_control_by_hca): { no_has_act };
    has_stat=trying_new_track: { maintain_trying_new_track };




    has_avoidance_failed_faulty = false and has_stat = 
initialize_components_for_waiting_state if 
((Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=clearance_distance_has_been_covered or 
(New_demand_detection.Action=new_demand_detection_occures and ! 
Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=clearance_distance_has_been_covered)) and 
has_stat=trying_new_track) and !HorizontalAvoidanceFailure.Action = inject;
    has_avoidance_failed_faulty = true and has_stat = 
initialize_components_for_waiting_state if 
((Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=clearance_distance_has_been_covered or 
(New_demand_detection.Action=new_demand_detection_occures and ! 
Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=clearance_distance_has_been_covered)) and 
has_stat=trying_new_track) and HorizontalAvoidanceFailure.Action = inject;
    has_stat = waiting if ((Action=start_waiting and 
(has_avoidance_failed_faulty=false and has_stat=initialize_components_for_waiting
_state)) or (((Action=avoidance_process_is_idling and ! 
Depth_control_operation.Action=send_limited_headroom_to_pctrl) and ! 
Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl) and 
has_stat=waiting));
    has_stat = initialize_components_for_retreating_state if 




_pctrl and ! Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl) and 
! Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=clearance_distance_has_been_covered) and ! 
New_demand_detection.Action=new_demand_detection_occures) or 
((Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl and ! 
Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=clearance_distance_has_been_covered) and ! 
New_demand_detection.Action=new_demand_detection_occures)) and 
has_stat=trying_new_track));
    has_stat = retreating if ((Action=start_retreating and 
has_stat=initialize_components_for_retreating_state) or 
(((((Action=maintain_retreating and ! Depth_control_operation.Action=send_limited
_headroom_to_pctrl) and ! Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_
to_pctrl) and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_becomes_empty) and ! 
Retreat_track_length_monitor.Action=end_of_safe_retreat_track_is_reached) and 
has_stat=retreating));
    has_stat = initialize_components_for_trying_new_track_state if 
((((Retreat_track_length_monitor.Action=end_of_safe_retreat_track_is_reached and 
! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_becomes_empty) or 
Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_becomes_empty) and has_stat=retreating) or 
(Action=continue_initializing_components_for_trying_new_track_state and 
has_stat=obstacle_detected_while_retreating));
    has_avoidance_failed_faulty = false and has_stat = 
avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_mission_control_by_hca if 
(((((Depth_control_operation.Action=send_limited_headroom_to_pctrl and ! 
Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl) and ! 
Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_becomes_empty) and ! 
Retreat_track_length_monitor.Action=end_of_safe_retreat_track_is_reached) or 
((Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl and ! 
Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_becomes_empty) and ! 
Retreat_track_length_monitor.Action=end_of_safe_retreat_track_is_reached)) and 
has_stat=retreating) and !HorizontalAvoidanceFailure.Action = inject;
    has_avoidance_failed_faulty = true and has_stat = 
avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_mission_control_by_hca if (((((Depth_control_operation.Action=send_limited_headroom_to_pctrl and ! 
Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl) and ! 
Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_becomes_empty) and ! 
Retreat_track_length_monitor.Action=end_of_safe_retreat_track_is_reached) or 
((Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl and ! 
Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_becomes_empty) and ! 
Retreat_track_length_monitor.Action=end_of_safe_retreat_track_is_reached)) and 
has_stat=retreating) and HorizontalAvoidanceFailure.Action = inject;
    has_stat = trying_new_track if ((Action=start_trying_new_track and 
has_stat=initialize_components_for_trying_new_track_state) or 
(((((Action=maintain_trying_new_track and ! 
Depth_control_operation.Action=send_limited_headroom_to_pctrl) and ! 
Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl) and ! 
Obstacle_clearance_meter.Action=clearance_distance_has_been_covered) and ! 
New_demand_detection.Action=new_demand_detection_occures) and 
has_stat=trying_new_track));
    has_stat = obstacle_detected_while_retreating if 
((Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl and 
(has_avoidance_failed_faulty=true and has_stat=avoidance_failed_event_sent_to_mis






    mt_stat: { duration_too_long, expired, idling, initialized, operation_enabled 
};




Actions = { mission_has_continued_for_too_long, no_mt_act, schedule_mt_to_expire 
};
Protocol:
    (((mt_stat=idling or (mt_stat=operation_enabled and timeout=false)) or 
mt_stat=expired) or (mt_stat=operation_enabled and timeout=true)): { no_mt_act };
    mt_stat=initialized: { schedule_mt_to_expire };
    mt_stat=duration_too_long: { mission_has_continued_for_too_long };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    mt_stat = idling if ((Action=no_mt_act and ! 
Mission_timer_instruction_parser.Action=set_mission_timer) and mt_stat=idling);
    mt_stat = initialized if (Mission_timer_instruction_parser.Action=set_mission
_timer and mt_stat=idling);
    mt_stat = operation_enabled and timeout = false if 
((Action=schedule_mt_to_expire and mt_stat=initialized) or 
(mt_stat=operation_enabled and timeout=false)) and !MissionTooLong.Action = 
inject;
    mt_stat = operation_enabled and timeout = true if 
((Action=schedule_mt_to_expire and mt_stat=initialized) or 
(mt_stat=operation_enabled and timeout=false)) and MissionTooLong.Action = 
inject;
    mt_stat = duration_too_long if (mt_stat=operation_enabled and timeout=true);










Actions = { abort_mission_and_rise_to_surface, no_eas_act };
Protocol:
    state=normal_operation: { no_eas_act };
    state=mission_aborted: { abort_mission_and_rise_to_surface };end Protocol
Evolution:
    state = normal_operation if (((Action=no_eas_act and ! 
Mission_timer.Action=mission_has_continued_for_too_long) and ! 
Mission_control_internal_events.Action=vehicle_is_too_deep) and 
state=normal_operation);
    state = mission_aborted if (((Mission_timer.Action=mission_has_continued_for_











Actions = { inject, notinject, start };
Protocol:
    status=fault_i: { inject };
    status=fault_ni: { inject };
    status=nofault: { notinject };
    status=stop_i: { notinject };
    status=stop_ni: { notinject };
    status=w_astt: { notinject };
    status=w_rstt: { notinject, start };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    status = fault_ni if (status=w_rstt and Action=start);
    status = w_rstt if (status=w_astt and 
Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started);
    status = fault_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and Action=inject) 
and ! Human.Action=human_sends_homing_signal);
    status = stop_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and 
Human.Action=human_sends_homing_signal) and Action=inject);









Actions = { inject, notinject, start };
Protocol:
    status=fault_i: {  notinject  };
    status=fault_ni: { inject };
    status=nofault: { notinject };
    status=stop_i: { notinject };
    status=stop_ni: { notinject };
    status=w_astt: { notinject };
    status=w_rstt: { notinject, start };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    status = w_astt if (status=w_rstt and Action=start);
    status = fault_ni if (status=w_astt and 
Mission_control_internal_events.Action=send_vehicle_dived_event_to_msctrl);
    status = fault_i if ((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni)  and ! 
Mission_control_internal_events.Action=vehicle_is_too_deep);
    status = stop_i if ((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and 
Mission_control_internal_events.Action=vehicle_is_too_deep);








Actions = { inject, notinject, start };
Protocol:
    status=fault_i: { inject };
    status=fault_ni: { inject };
    status=nofault: { notinject };
    status=stop_i: { notinject };
    status=stop_ni: { notinject };
    status=w_rstt: { notinject, start };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    status = fault_ni if (status=w_rstt and Action=start);
    status = fault_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and Action=inject) 
and ! Homing_system.Action=send_homing_lost_event_to_msctrl);
    status = stop_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_lost_event_to_msctrl) and Action=inject);









Actions = { inject, notinject };
Protocol:
    status=fault_i: { inject };
    status=fault_ni: { inject };
    status=nofault: { notinject };
    status=stop_i: { notinject };
    status=stop_ni: { notinject };
    status=w_astt: { notinject };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    status = fault_ni if (status=w_astt and 
Homing_system.Action=send_homing_acquired_event_to_msctrl);
    status = stop_i if status=fault_ni;









Actions = { inject, notinject, start };
Protocol:
    status=fault_i: { inject };
    status=fault_ni: { inject };
    status=nofault: { notinject };
    status=stop_i: { notinject };
    status=stop_ni: { notinject };
    status=w_astt: { notinject };
    status=w_rstt: { notinject, start };
end Protocol
Evolution:    status = fault_ni if (status=w_rstt and Action=start);
    status = w_rstt if (status=w_astt and 
Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started);
    status = fault_i if ((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and ! 
Action=inject);
    status = stop_i if ((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and Action=inject);









Actions = { inject, notinject, start };
Protocol:
    status=fault_i: { inject };
    status=fault_ni: { inject };
    status=nofault: { notinject };
    status=stop_i: { notinject };
    status=stop_ni: { notinject };
    status=w_astt: { notinject };
    status=w_rstt: { notinject, start };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    status = fault_ni if (status=w_rstt and Action=start);
    status = w_rstt if (status=w_astt and 
Mission_script_execution.Action=mission_script_started);
    status = fault_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and Action=inject) 
and ! Mission_timer.Action=mission_has_continued_for_too_long);
    status = stop_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and 
Mission_timer.Action=mission_has_continued_for_too_long) and Action=inject);









Actions = { inject, notinject, start };
Protocol:
    status=fault_i: { inject };
    status=fault_ni: { inject };
    status=nofault: { notinject };
    status=stop_i: { notinject };
    status=stop_ni: { notinject };
    status=w_astt: { notinject };
    status=w_rstt: { notinject, start };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    status = fault_ni if (status=w_astt and 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating);
    status = w_astt if (status=w_rstt and Action=start);
    status = fault_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and Action=inject) 
and ! Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl);
    status = stop_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and 
Avoidance_timer.Action=at_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
Action=inject);








Actions = { inject, notinject, start };
Protocol:
    status=fault_i: { inject };
    status=fault_ni: { inject };
    status=nofault: { notinject };
    status=stop_i: { notinject };
    status=stop_ni: { notinject };
    status=w_astt: { notinject };
    status=w_rstt: { notinject, start };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    status = fault_ni if (status=w_astt and 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating);
    status = w_astt if (status=w_rstt and Action=start);
    status = fault_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and Action=inject) 
and ! Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl);
    status = stop_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and 
Retry_track_counter.Action=rtc_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
Action=inject);









Actions = { inject, notinject, start };
Protocol:
    status=fault_i: { inject };
    status=fault_ni: { inject };
    status=nofault: { notinject };
    status=stop_i: { notinject };
    status=stop_ni: { notinject };
    status=w_astt: { notinject };
    status=w_rstt: { notinject, start };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    status = fault_ni if (status=w_astt and 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating);
    status = w_astt if status=w_rstt;
    status = fault_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and Action=inject) 
and ! Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl);
    status = stop_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and 
Retreat_path_array.Action=rpa_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) and 
Action=inject);









Actions = { inject, notinject, start };
Protocol:
    status=fault_i: { inject };
    status=fault_ni: { inject };
    status=nofault: { notinject };
    status=stop_i: { notinject };    status=stop_ni: { notinject };
    status=w_astt: { notinject };
    status=w_rstt: { notinject, start };
end Protocol
Evolution:
    status = fault_ni if (status=w_astt and 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=start_retreating);
    status = w_astt if status=w_rstt;
    status = fault_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and Action=inject) 
and ! Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_ms
ctrl);
    status = stop_i if (((status=fault_i or status=fault_ni) and 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=hca_sends_avoidance_failed_event_to_msctrl) 
and Action=inject);





    status: {fault_i, fault_ni, nofault, stop_i, stop_ni, w_astt, w_rstt};
  end Vars
  RedStates:
  end RedStates
  Actions = {inject, notinject, start};
  Protocol:
   status = fault_i : {inject};
   status = fault_ni : {inject};
   status = nofault : {notinject};
   status = stop_i : {notinject};
   status = stop_ni : {notinject};
   status = w_astt : {notinject};
   status = w_rstt : {notinject, start};
  end Protocol
  Evolution:
    status = w_astt if status =  w_rstt and EchosounderDetects.Action = start; 
      status = fault_ni if status =  w_astt and  ( 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=avoidance_process_is_idling or 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=maintain_retreating);
    status =  fault_i if (status =  fault_i or status =  fault_ni) and 
EchosounderDetects.Action = inject and !Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_o
bstacle_ahead_to_pctrl;
    status = stop_i if ((status = fault_i or status = fault_ni) and 
Forward_looking_echosounder.Action=send_obstacle_ahead_to_pctrl) and 
EchosounderDetects.Action = inject;
    status = stop_ni if status = stop_i;




    status: {fault_i, fault_ni, nofault, stop_i, stop_ni, w_astt, w_rstt};
  end Vars
  RedStates:
  end RedStates
  Actions = {inject, notinject, start};
  Protocol:
   status = fault_i : {inject};
   status = fault_ni : {inject};
   status = nofault : {notinject};
   status = stop_i : {notinject};   status = stop_ni : {notinject};
   status = w_astt : {notinject};
  status = w_rstt : {notinject, start};
 end Protocol
  Evolution:
    status = w_astt if status =  w_rstt and Min_Alt_Range.Action = start; 
   status = fault_ni if status =  w_astt and  ( 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=avoidance_process_is_idling or 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=maintain_retreating);
    status =  fault_i if (status =  fault_i or status =  fault_ni) and 
Min_Alt_Range.Action = inject and !Depth_control_operation.Action=send_limited_he
adroom_to_pctrl;
    status = stop_i if ((status = fault_i or status = fault_ni) and 
Depth_control_operation.Action=send_limited_headroom_to_pctrl) and 
Min_Alt_Range.Action = inject;
    status = stop_ni if status = stop_i;




    status: {fault_i, fault_ni, nofault, stop_i, stop_ni, w_astt, w_rstt};
  end Vars
  RedStates:
  end RedStates
  Actions = {inject, notinject, start};
  Protocol:
   status = fault_i : {inject};
   status = fault_ni : {inject};
   status = nofault : {notinject};
   status = stop_i : {notinject};
   status = stop_ni : {notinject};
   status = w_astt : {notinject};
   status = w_rstt : {notinject, start};  
end Protocol
  Evolution:
    status = w_astt if status =  w_rstt and Min_Ice_Range.Action = start; 
     status = fault_ni if status =  w_astt and   
(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=avoidance_process_is_idling or 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.Action=maintain_retreating);
    status =  fault_i if (status =  fault_i or status =  fault_ni) and 
Min_Ice_Range.Action = inject and !Depth_control_operation.Action=send_limited_he
adroom_to_pctrl;
    status = stop_i if ((status = fault_i or status = fault_ni) and 
Depth_control_operation.Action=send_limited_headroom_to_pctrl) and 
Min_Ice_Range.Action = inject;
    status = stop_ni if status = stop_i;
  end Evolution
end Agent
Evaluation
    Avoidance_timer_failed_faulty if ! Avoidance_timer_failed.status=nofault;
    Avoidance_timer_failed_injected if (Avoidance_timer_failed.status=fault_i or 
Avoidance_timer_failed.status=stop_i);
    Avoidance_timer_failed_injecting if ! 
(((Avoidance_timer_failed.status=nofault or 
Avoidance_timer_failed.status=stop_ni) or Avoidance_timer_failed.status=w_astt) 
or Avoidance_timer_failed.status=w_rstt);
    Avoidance_timer_failed_stopped if Avoidance_timer_failed.status=stop_ni;
    HomingLostAfterAcquired_faulty if ! HomingLostAfterAcquired.status=nofault;
    HomingLostAfterAcquired_injected if (HomingLostAfterAcquired.status=fault_i 




    HomingLostAfterAcquired_stopped if HomingLostAfterAcquired.status=stop_ni;
    HomingLostBeforeAcquired_faulty if ! HomingLostBeforeAcquired.status=nofault;
    HomingLostBeforeAcquired_injected if (HomingLostBeforeAcquired.status=fault_i 
or HomingLostBeforeAcquired.status=stop_i);




    HomingLostBeforeAcquired_stopped if HomingLostBeforeAcquired.status=stop_ni;
    HomingSignalAcquired if Homing_system.homing_status=homing_acquired_event_sen
t_to_msctrl;
    HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_faulty if ! 
HorizontalAvoidanceFailure.status=nofault;
    HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_injected if 
(HorizontalAvoidanceFailure.status=fault_i or 
HorizontalAvoidanceFailure.status=stop_i);





    HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_stopped if 
HorizontalAvoidanceFailure.status=stop_ni;
    MissionTooLong_faulty if ! MissionTooLong.status=nofault;
    MissionTooLong_injected if (MissionTooLong.status=fault_i or 
MissionTooLong.status=stop_i);
    MissionTooLong_injecting if ! (((MissionTooLong.status=nofault or 
MissionTooLong.status=stop_ni) or MissionTooLong.status=w_astt) or 
MissionTooLong.status=w_rstt);
    MissionTooLong_stopped if MissionTooLong.status=stop_ni;
    NoFaults if (((((((((MissionTooLong.status=nofault and 
PowerLow.status=nofault) and HomingLostAfterAcquired.status=nofault) and 
HomingLostBeforeAcquired.status=nofault) and VehicleTooDeep.status=nofault) and 
VehicleAppearsFaulty.status=nofault) and RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.status=nofault) 
and RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure.status=nofault) and 
HorizontalAvoidanceFailure.status=nofault) and 
Avoidance_timer_failed.status=nofault);
    PowerLow_faulty if ! PowerLow.status=nofault;
    PowerLow_injected if (PowerLow.status=fault_i or PowerLow.status=stop_i);
    PowerLow_injecting if ! (((PowerLow.status=nofault or 
PowerLow.status=stop_ni) or PowerLow.status=w_astt) or PowerLow.status=w_rstt);
    PowerLow_stopped if PowerLow.status=stop_ni;
    RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_faulty if ! 
RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure.status=nofault;
    RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_injected if 
(RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure.status=fault_i or 
RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure.status=stop_i);





    RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped if 
RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure.status=stop_ni;
    RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_faulty if ! RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.status=nofault;
    RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected if (RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.status=fault_i 
or RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.status=stop_i);
    RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injecting if ! 
(((RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.status=nofault or 
RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.status=stop_ni) or RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.status=w_astt) 
or RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.status=w_rstt);
    RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_stopped if RetryTrackAvoidanceFail.status=stop_ni;
    VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty if ! VehicleAppearsFaulty.status=nofault;
    VehicleAppearsFaulty_injected if (VehicleAppearsFaulty.status=fault_i or 
VehicleAppearsFaulty.status=stop_i);
    VehicleAppearsFaulty_injecting if ! (((VehicleAppearsFaulty.status=nofault or 
VehicleAppearsFaulty.status=stop_ni) or VehicleAppearsFaulty.status=w_astt) or VehicleAppearsFaulty.status=w_rstt);
    VehicleAppearsFaulty_stopped if VehicleAppearsFaulty.status=stop_ni;
    VehicleTooDeep_faulty if ! VehicleTooDeep.status=nofault;
    VehicleTooDeep_injected if (VehicleTooDeep.status=fault_i or 
VehicleTooDeep.status=stop_i);
    VehicleTooDeep_injecting if ! (((VehicleTooDeep.status=nofault or 
VehicleTooDeep.status=stop_ni) or VehicleTooDeep.status=w_astt) or 
VehicleTooDeep.status=w_rstt);
    VehicleTooDeep_stopped if VehicleTooDeep.status=stop_ni;
    got_position if Position_control_operation.state=got_position_event_sent_to_m
sctrl;
    gps_fix_acquired if Gps_navigation.gps_stat=fix_acquired;
    gps_fix_not_acquired if Gps_navigation.gps_stat=fix_not_acquired;
    homing_underway_event_proc if Mission_script_execution.mse_stat=homing_underw
ay_event_proc;
    linetimerenabled if Line_timer.state=lt_operation_enabled;
    linetimersent if Line_timer.state=lt_event_sent_to_msctrl;
    mission_aborted if Emergency_abort_system.state=mission_aborted;
    mission_script_first_me if Mission_script_execution.mse_stat=first_me_ongoing
;
    mission_script_fourth_me if Mission_script_execution.mse_stat=fourth_me_ongoi
ng;
    mission_script_second_me if Mission_script_execution.mse_stat=second_me_ongoi
ng;
    mission_script_start if Mission_script_execution.mse_stat=ms_start;
    mission_script_third_me if Mission_script_execution.mse_stat=third_me_ongoing
;
    mte1_ongoing if Mission_script_execution.mse_stat=mte1_ongoing;
    mte2_event_proc if Mission_script_execution.mse_stat=mte2_event_proc;
    send_event if ((Mission_control_internal_events.depth_ref=surface_depth and 
Mission_control_internal_events.depth_rel=greater_than) and 
Mission_control_internal_events.intevent_stat=dived_event_sent_to_msctrl);
    EchosounderDetects_faulty if !EchosounderDetects.status  = nofault;
    EchosounderDetects_injected if EchosounderDetects.status  = fault_i or 
EchosounderDetects.status  = stop_i;
    EchosounderDetects_injecting if !(EchosounderDetects.status  = nofault or 
EchosounderDetects.status  = stop_ni or EchosounderDetects.status  = w_astt or 
EchosounderDetects.status  = w_rstt);
    EchosounderDetects_stopped if EchosounderDetects.status  = stop_ni;
    Min_Alt_Range_faulty if !Min_Alt_Range.status  = nofault;
    Min_Alt_Range_injected if Min_Alt_Range.status  = fault_i or 
Min_Alt_Range.status  = stop_i;
    Min_Alt_Range_injecting if !(Min_Alt_Range.status  = nofault or 
Min_Alt_Range.status  = stop_ni or Min_Alt_Range.status  = w_astt or 
Min_Alt_Range.status  = w_rstt);
    Min_Alt_Range_stopped if Min_Alt_Range.status  = stop_ni;
    Min_Ice_Range_faulty if !Min_Ice_Range.status  = nofault;
    Min_Ice_Range_injected if Min_Ice_Range.status  = fault_i or 
Min_Ice_Range.status  = stop_i;
    Min_Ice_Range_injecting if !(Min_Ice_Range.status  = nofault or 
Min_Ice_Range.status  = stop_ni or Min_Ice_Range.status  = w_astt or 
Min_Ice_Range.status  = w_rstt);
    Min_Ice_Range_stopped if Min_Ice_Range.status  = stop_ni;
   VASsafe if Vertical_avoidance_strategy.max_depth = safe; 
   HASretreating if Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.has_stat = retreating;
HASwaiting  if Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.has_stat =waiting;
   ATretreating if Avoidance_timer.at_stat=operation_enabled;
Echosounderfault if Forward_looking_echosounder.echosounder_stat=not_detected and 
Forward_looking_echosounder.fwddist_ref=max_range 





NewPositionControlDemand if Position_control_instruction_parser.state = 
track_follow_mode;
   HASnewtrack if Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.has_stat = trying_new_track;
NewDemandDetectionOccurs if New_demand_detection.state = demand;
end Evaluation
InitStates
    ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((Gps_navigation.gps_stat = 
fix_not_acquired and  Obstacle_clearance_meter.state=has_waiting and 
Avoidance_timer.timeout=false and Retry_track_counter.allowed_no_rtc_reached=fals
e and Retreat_path_array.rpa_empty=false and Safe_position_meter.state=idling and 


















f) and Mission_timer_instruction_parser.state=idle) and 
Power_node.pwr_ref=safe_level) and Power_node.pwr_rel=greater_than) and 
Power_node.pwr_stat=idle) and Mission_script_execution.mse_stat=ms_default_state) 
and Motor_control_instruction_parser.state=idle) and 
Position_control_instruction_parser.state=idle) and 
Depth_control_instruction_parser.state=idle) and 
Line_timer_instruction_parser.state=idle) and Line_timer.state=lt_idling) and 
New_demand_detection.state=nodemand) and Avoidance_timer.at_stat=idling) and 
Retry_track_counter.rtc_stat=idling) and Retreat_path_array.rpa_stat=initialized) 
and Position_control_operation.state=at_mission_start) and 
Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.has_stat=initialize_components_for_waiting_state 
and Horizontal_avoidance_strategy.has_avoidance_failed_faulty=false) and 
Mission_timer.mt_stat=idling) and Emergency_abort_system.state=normal_operation) 
and Human.human_stat=observing_auv) and (VehicleAppearsFaulty.status=nofault or 
VehicleAppearsFaulty.status=w_astt)) and (VehicleTooDeep.status=nofault or 
VehicleTooDeep.status=w_rstt)) and (HomingLostBeforeAcquired.status=nofault or 
HomingLostBeforeAcquired.status=w_rstt)) and 
(HomingLostAfterAcquired.status=nofault or 
HomingLostAfterAcquired.status=w_astt)) and (PowerLow.status=nofault or 
PowerLow.status=w_astt)) and (MissionTooLong.status=nofault or 








 and (EchosounderDetects.status = nofault or EchosounderDetects.status = w_rstt) 

















-- verify the script behaves normally without faults 
 AF(NoFaults -> mission_script_start);
 AF(NoFaults -> mission_script_first_me);
 AF(NoFaults -> mission_script_second_me);
 AF(NoFaults -> mission_script_third_me);
 AF(NoFaults -> mission_script_fourth_me);
 AF(NoFaults -> AG(mission_script_fourth_me));












  AG(!RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected); 
  AG(!HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_stopped); -- we use stopped here as this is the 
case where the fault has the desired impact
  AG(!RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped);
 -- verify the power low and avoidance failures end up in mte1
  AG(PowerLow_injected->AF(mte1_ongoing));
  AG(Avoidance_timer_failed_injected->AF(mte1_ongoing));        
  AG(RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected->AF(mte1_ongoing));      
  AG(RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped->AF(mte1_ongoing));
  AG(HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_stopped->AF(mte1_ongoing));
 -- now verify they end up in mte1 if there is no homing
  AG(!VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty and PowerLow_injected->AF(mte1_ongoing));
  AG(!VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty and Avoidance_timer_failed_injected->AF(mte1_on
going));        
  AG(!VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty and RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected->AF(mte1_ongoing));      
  AG(!VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty and RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped->A
F(mte1_ongoing));
  AG(!VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty and HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_stopped->AF(mte1
_ongoing));
-- verify knowledge of the power low and avoidance failures are correct
     AG (mte1_ongoing -> ( K(Mission_script_execution, 
((Avoidance_timer_failed_stopped or Avoidance_timer_failed_injecting) or 
(PowerLow_stopped or PowerLow_injecting)   or 
(RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped or 
RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_injecting) or (RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_stopped 
or RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injecting)    or (HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_stopped 
or HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_injecting) )) 
and (! K(Mission_script_execution, (Avoidance_timer_failed_stopped or 
Avoidance_timer_failed_injecting)))) and (! K(Mission_script_execution, 
(RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped or 
RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_injecting)))  and (! K(Mission_script_execution, 
(RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_stopped or RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injecting) )) and (! 
K(Mission_script_execution, (PowerLow_stopped or PowerLow_injecting))) and (! 
K(Mission_script_execution, (RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped or 
RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_injecting))) );
-- verify homing signal behaviour
  -- vehicle appears faulty always enters a homing underway state
  AG(VehicleAppearsFaulty_injected -> AF(homing_underway_event_proc)); 
   -- vehicle appears faulty always enters a homing underway state if there is no 
beacon loss before it is acquired
  AG(VehicleAppearsFaulty_injected -> AF(homing_underway_event_proc));
  AG(VehicleAppearsFaulty_injected and !HomingLostBeforeAcquired_faulty -> 
AF(homing_underway_event_proc));
  -- if the homing is lost after it is acquired always enter a homing lost state
  AG( HomingLostAfterAcquired_injected -> AF(mte2_event_proc)); 
   -- always recover back to a homing underway state
  AG( HomingLostAfterAcquired_injected and !HomingLostBeforeAcquired_faulty -> 
AF(homing_underway_event_proc)); 
-- verify emergency abort
  -- always enter a misson abort state for vehicle too deep or mission too long
  AG(!VehicleTooDeep_stopped);
  AG(!MissionTooLong_stopped);
  AG(VehicleTooDeep_stopped -> AF(mission_aborted ));
  AG(MissionTooLong_stopped -> AF(mission_aborted ));
  -- verify emergency abort knowledge
  (AG (mission_aborted -> ((K(Emergency_abort_system, ((VehicleTooDeep_stopped or 
VehicleTooDeep_injecting) or (MissionTooLong_stopped or 
MissionTooLong_injecting))) and (! K(Emergency_abort_system, 
(VehicleTooDeep_stopped or VehicleTooDeep_injecting)))) and (! 
K(Emergency_abort_system, (MissionTooLong_stopped or 
MissionTooLong_injecting))))));--------------- next round of faults distribution of knowledge
     AG(!  Min_Ice_Range_injected);
    AG(!  Min_Alt_Range_injected);
    AG(!  EchosounderDetects_injected);
    AG(EchosounderDetects_injected -> AF(K(Forward_looking_echosounder,(Echosound
erDetects_injecting or EchosounderDetects_stopped))));
     AG((Min_Ice_Range_injected and Min_Alt_Range_injected)  -> 
AF(K(Depth_control_operation,(Min_Ice_Range_injecting or Min_Ice_Range_stopped) 
and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped) )));
    AG(VASsafe -> K(Vertical_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped))  
)));
    AG(VASsafe -> !K(Vertical_avoidance_strategy,(EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped)));
    AG(VASsafe -> !K(Vertical_avoidance_strategy,((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)) 
));
         AG(EchosounderDetects_injected -> AF(HASretreating));
    AG((Min_Ice_Range_injected and Min_Alt_Range_injected) -> AF(HASretreating));
    AG((Min_Ice_Range_injected) -> AF(HASretreating));
    AG((Min_Alt_Range_injected) -> AF(HASretreating));
    AG(HASretreating -> K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_inje
cting or EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped))  
)));
    AG(HASretreating -> !K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,(EchosounderDetects_inje
cting or EchosounderDetects_stopped)));
    AG(HASretreating -> !K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((Min_Ice_Range_injectin
g or Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or 
Min_Alt_Range_stopped)) ));
    AG(ATretreating -> K(Avoidance_timer,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped))  
)));
    AG(ATretreating -> !K(Avoidance_timer,(EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped)));
    AG(ATretreating -> !K(Avoidance_timer,((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)) 
));
---
-- check track state and fault injection
AG(!HASnewtrack);
AG(!(HASnewtrack and VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty) and 
Avoidance_timer_failed_injected);AG(!(HASnewtrack and VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty) and  
RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected);
-- These prove that the stuck situation occurs
AG(HASnewtrack -> AF(HASwaiting ));
AG((HASnewtrack and !VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty) -> AF(HASwaiting ));
-- These prove that the avoidance failure and retry track lead back to waiting 
state
AG((HASnewtrack and  Avoidance_timer_failed_injected and 
!VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty) -> AF(HASwaiting ));
AG((HASnewtrack and  RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected and 
!VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty) -> AF(HASwaiting ));
!E((HASnewtrack and !VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty and 
!Avoidance_timer_failed_injected and !RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected) U 
(RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected or Avoidance_timer_failed_injected) and 
!AF(mte1_ongoing and AF(NewPositionControlDemand and AF(NewDemandDetectionOccurs 
and AF(HASwaiting))) ));
---Prove echosounder distributes to horizontal and vertical avoidance
!E( !K(Forward_looking_echosounder,(EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped))  U  K(Forward_looking_echosounder,(EchosounderDetect
s_injecting or EchosounderDetects_stopped)) and  
!AF(K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
) );
!E( !K(Forward_looking_echosounder,(EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped))  U  K(Forward_looking_echosounder,(EchosounderDetect
s_injecting or EchosounderDetects_stopped)) and 
!AF(K(Vertical_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
) );
---Prove Depth_control_operation distributes to horizontal and vertical avoidance
!E( !K(Depth_control_operation,((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))  
U  K(Forward_looking_echosounder,(EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped))  and !AF(K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((Echosound
erDetects_injecting or EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting 
or Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or 
Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) ) );
!E( !K(Depth_control_operation,((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))  
U  K(Forward_looking_echosounder,(EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped))  and !AF(K(Vertical_avoidance_strategy,((Echosounder
Detects_injecting or EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
) );
-- individual distribution of knowledge
!E( !K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
U  K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
and !AF(K(Obstacle_clearance_meter,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
) );!E( !K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
U  K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
and !AF(K(New_demand_detection,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
) );
!E( !K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
U  K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
and !AF(K(Safe_position_meter,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
) );
!E( !K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
U  K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
and !AF(K(Retreat_path_array,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
) );
!E( !K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
U  K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
and !AF(K(Avoidance_timer,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
) );
!E( !K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
U  K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
and !AF(K(Retreat_track_length_monitor,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
) );
!E( !K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
U  K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
and !AF(K(Retry_track_counter,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
) );
-- These prove that group everybody knows distribution of knowledge but not common knowledge
!E( !K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
U  K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
and !AF(GK(group1,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or EchosounderDetects_stopped) 
or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and 
(Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) ) );
!E( !K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
U  K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and (Min_Alt_Range_injecting or Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) 
and !AF(GCK(group1,((EchosounderDetects_injecting or EchosounderDetects_stopped) 
or ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting or Min_Ice_Range_stopped) and 
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Building partial transition relation...
Building OBDD for initial states...
Building reachable state space...
Checking formulae...
Verifying properties...
Formula number 1: (AF mission_script_start), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 2: (AF mission_script_first_me), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 3: (AF mission_script_second_me), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 4: (AF mission_script_third_me), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 5: (AF mission_script_fourth_me), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 6: (AF (AG mission_script_fourth_me)), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 7: (AF (NoFaults -> mission_script_start)), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 8: (AF (NoFaults -> mission_script_first_me)), is TRUE in the 
model
Formula number 9: (AF (NoFaults -> mission_script_second_me)), is TRUE in the 
model
Formula number 10: (AF (NoFaults -> mission_script_third_me)), is TRUE in the 
model
Formula number 11: (AF (NoFaults -> mission_script_fourth_me)), is TRUE in the 
modelFormula number 12: (AF (NoFaults -> (AG mission_script_fourth_me))), is TRUE in 
the model
Formula number 13: (! (AF mte1_ongoing)), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 14: (! (AF mte2_event_proc)), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 15: (! (AF homing_underway_event_proc)), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 16: (AG (! VehicleAppearsFaulty_injected)), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 17: (AG (! MissionTooLong_injected)), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 18: (AG (! VehicleTooDeep_injected)), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 19: (AG (! PowerLow_injected)), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 20: (AG (! HomingLostAfterAcquired_injected)), is FALSE in the 
model
Formula number 21: (AG (! HomingLostBeforeAcquired_injected)), is FALSE in the 
model
Formula number 22: (AG (! Avoidance_timer_failed_injected)), is FALSE in the 
model
Formula number 23: (AG (! RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected)), is FALSE in the 
model
Formula number 24: (AG (! HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_stopped)), is FALSE in the 
model
Formula number 25: (AG (! RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped)), is FALSE in 
the model
Formula number 26: (AG (PowerLow_injected -> (AF mte1_ongoing))), is FALSE in the 
model
Formula number 27: (AG (Avoidance_timer_failed_injected -> (AF mte1_ongoing))), 
is FALSE in the model
Formula number 28: (AG (RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected -> (AF mte1_ongoing))), 
is FALSE in the model
Formula number 29: (AG (RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped -> (AF 
mte1_ongoing))), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 30: (AG (HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_stopped -> (AF 
mte1_ongoing))), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 31: (AG (((! VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty) && PowerLow_injected) -> (AF mte1_ongoing))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 32: (AG (((! VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty) && 
Avoidance_timer_failed_injected) -> (AF mte1_ongoing))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 33: (AG (((! VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty) && 
RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected) -> (AF mte1_ongoing))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 34: (AG (((! VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty) && 
RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped) -> (AF mte1_ongoing))), is TRUE in the 
model
Formula number 35: (AG (((! VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty) && 
HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_stopped) -> (AF mte1_ongoing))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 36: (AG (mte1_ongoing -> (((((K(Mission_script_execution, 
(((((Avoidance_timer_failed_stopped || Avoidance_timer_failed_injecting) || 
(PowerLow_stopped || PowerLow_injecting)) || 
(RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped || 
RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_injecting)) || (RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_stopped 
|| RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injecting)) || (HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_stopped || 
HorizontalAvoidanceFailure_injecting))) && (! K(Mission_script_execution, 
(Avoidance_timer_failed_stopped || Avoidance_timer_failed_injecting)))) && (! 
K(Mission_script_execution, (RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped || 
RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_injecting)))) && (! K(Mission_script_execution, 
(RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_stopped || RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injecting)))) && (! 
K(Mission_script_execution, (PowerLow_stopped || PowerLow_injecting)))) && (! 
K(Mission_script_execution, (RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_stopped || 
RetreatPathArrayAvoidanceFailure_injecting)))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 37: (AG (VehicleAppearsFaulty_injected -> (AF 
homing_underway_event_proc))), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 38: (AG (VehicleAppearsFaulty_injected -> (AF 
homing_underway_event_proc))), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 39: (AG ((VehicleAppearsFaulty_injected && (! 
HomingLostBeforeAcquired_faulty)) -> (AF homing_underway_event_proc))), is TRUE 
in the model
Formula number 40: (AG (HomingLostAfterAcquired_injected -> (AF 
mte2_event_proc))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 41: (AG ((HomingLostAfterAcquired_injected && (! 
HomingLostBeforeAcquired_faulty)) -> (AF homing_underway_event_proc))), is TRUE 
in the model
Formula number 42: (AG (! VehicleTooDeep_stopped)), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 43: (AG (! MissionTooLong_stopped)), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 44: (AG (VehicleTooDeep_stopped -> (AF mission_aborted))), is TRUE 
in the model
Formula number 45: (AG (MissionTooLong_stopped -> (AF mission_aborted))), is TRUE 
in the model
Formula number 46: (AG (mission_aborted -> ((K(Emergency_abort_system, ((VehicleTooDeep_stopped || VehicleTooDeep_injecting) || (MissionTooLong_stopped 
|| MissionTooLong_injecting))) && (! K(Emergency_abort_system, 
(VehicleTooDeep_stopped || VehicleTooDeep_injecting)))) && (! 
K(Emergency_abort_system, (MissionTooLong_stopped || 
MissionTooLong_injecting)))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 47: (AG (! Min_Ice_Range_injected)), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 48: (AG (! Min_Alt_Range_injected)), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 49: (AG (! EchosounderDetects_injected)), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 50: (AG (EchosounderDetects_injected -> (AF 
K(Forward_looking_echosounder, (EchosounderDetects_injecting || 
EchosounderDetects_stopped))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 51: (AG ((Min_Ice_Range_injected && Min_Alt_Range_injected) -> (AF 
K(Depth_control_operation, ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && 
(Min_Alt_Range_injecting || Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 52: (AG (VASsafe -> K(Vertical_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 53: (AG (VASsafe -> (! K(Vertical_avoidance_strategy, 
(EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped))))), is TRUE in the 
model
Formula number 54: (AG (VASsafe -> (! K(Vertical_avoidance_strategy, 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 55: (AG (EchosounderDetects_injected -> (AF HASretreating))), is 
FALSE in the model
Formula number 56: (AG ((Min_Ice_Range_injected && Min_Alt_Range_injected) -> (AF 
HASretreating))), is FALSE in the model
  Formula number 57: (AG (Min_Ice_Range_injected -> (AF HASretreating))), is 
FALSE in the model
Formula number 58: (AG (Min_Alt_Range_injected -> (AF HASretreating))), is FALSE 
in the model
Formula number 59: (AG (HASretreating -> K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 60: (AG (HASretreating -> (! K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
(EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped))))), is TRUE in the 
model
Formula number 61: (AG (HASretreating -> (! K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))))), is TRUE in the modelFormula number 62: (AG (ATretreating -> K(Avoidance_timer, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 63: (AG (ATretreating -> (! K(Avoidance_timer, 
(EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped))))), is TRUE in the 
model
Formula number 64: (AG (ATretreating -> (! K(Avoidance_timer, 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 65: (AG (! HASnewtrack)), is FALSE in the model
  Formula number 66: (AG ((! (HASnewtrack && VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty)) && 
Avoidance_timer_failed_injected)), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 67: (AG ((! (HASnewtrack && VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty)) && 
RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected)), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 68: (AG (HASnewtrack -> (AF HASwaiting))), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 69: (AG ((HASnewtrack && (! VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty)) -> (AF 
HASwaiting))), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 70: (AG (((HASnewtrack && Avoidance_timer_failed_injected) && (! 
VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty)) -> (AF HASwaiting))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 71: (AG (((HASnewtrack && RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected) && (! 
VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty)) -> (AF HASwaiting))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 72: (! E((((HASnewtrack && (! VehicleAppearsFaulty_faulty)) && (! 
Avoidance_timer_failed_injected)) && (! RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected)) U 
((RetryTrackAvoidanceFail_injected || Avoidance_timer_failed_injected) && (! (AF 
(mte1_ongoing && (AF (NewPositionControlDemand && (AF (NewDemandDetectionOccurs 
&& (AF HASwaiting))))))))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 73: (! E((! K(Forward_looking_echosounder, 
(EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped))) U 
(K(Forward_looking_echosounder, (EchosounderDetects_injecting || 
EchosounderDetects_stopped)) && (! (AF K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 74: (! E((! K(Forward_looking_echosounder, 
(EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped))) U 
(K(Forward_looking_echosounder, (EchosounderDetects_injecting || 
EchosounderDetects_stopped)) && (! (AF K(Vertical_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 75: (! E((! K(Depth_control_operation, ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting || 
Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) U (K(Forward_looking_echosounder, 
(EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped)) && (! (AF 
K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, ((EchosounderDetects_injecting || 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) || ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting || 
Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is TRUE in the modelFormula number 76: (! E((! K(Depth_control_operation, ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting || 
Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) U (K(Forward_looking_echosounder, 
(EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped)) && (! (AF 
K(Vertical_avoidance_strategy, ((EchosounderDetects_injecting || 
EchosounderDetects_stopped) || ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting || 
Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 77: (! E((! K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))) U (K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) && (! (AF K(Obstacle_clearance_meter, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 78: (! E((! K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))) U (K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) && (! (AF K(New_demand_detection, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 79: (! E((! K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))) U (K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) && (! (AF K(Safe_position_meter, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 80: (! E((! K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))) U (K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) && (! (AF K(Retreat_path_array, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is FALSE in the model
Formula number 81: (! E((! K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))) U (K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) && (! (AF K(Avoidance_timer, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is TRUE in the modelFormula number 82: (! E((! K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))) U (K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) && (! (AF K(Retreat_track_length_monitor, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 83: (! E((! K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))) U (K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) && (! (AF K(Retry_track_counter, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 84: (! E((! K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))) U (K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) && (! (AF GK(group1, ((EchosounderDetects_injecting 
|| EchosounderDetects_stopped) || ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting || 
Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is TRUE in the model
Formula number 85: (! E((! K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))) U (K(Horizontal_avoidance_strategy, 
((EchosounderDetects_injecting || EchosounderDetects_stopped) || 
((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting 
|| Min_Alt_Range_stopped)))) && (! (AF GCK(group1, ((EchosounderDetects_injecting 
|| EchosounderDetects_stopped) || ((Min_Ice_Range_injecting || 
Min_Ice_Range_stopped) && (Min_Alt_Range_injecting || 
Min_Alt_Range_stopped))))))))), is FALSE in the model
done, 85 formulae successfully read and checked
execution time = 6548
number of reachable states = 4.65726e+10
BDD memory in use = 212558900